FAMILY SHEET SALOMON WOLF MODEL OF NEUBURG-AN-DER-DONAU
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Uhlmeier family information provided by Gisela Naomi Blume (Fuerth)

**SALOMON WOLF MODEL**

merchant in Neuburg-an-der-Donau, owner of meadows and farm land, was accepted to settle in Ellingen in 1809, but constantly lived in Neuburg, where he only was tolerated, but inherited mother’s house (she had bought in 1814) and thus finally became a legal citizen of Neuburg

born ca 1782 Ellingen, died 10 Oct 1853 Neuburg

buried grave 325 at Pappenheim Jewish cemetery (according to 1938 gravelist)

parents = Elias Model + wife Sabina (born Sophie) (A) (B)

married ca 1809

**NANETTE GUGGENHEIMER** (born Genentel)

born ca 1788 where ?, died 12 Aug 1864 Oettingen

parents = ?

gave up her settlement claim in Ellingen in 1858

and moved to her son Samuel Model in Fuerth

SO FAR KNOWN CHILDREN (born in Neuburg-an-der-Donau):

(01) **SAMUEL**

10 Apr 1811 - 09 Mar 1903 (died in Munich)

hop & wool wholesaler in Fuerth

took over father-in-law’s settlement permission

married 09 Dec 1850

**LENA HELENA UHLMEIER** from Fuerth

04 May 1823 - 19 Jan 1909 (died in Munich)

parents = Anschel Lazarus Uhlmeier ("Ullmann" before 1813) +

second wife Maila Amalie nee Immerfroh

six known children =

Albert Model 22 Jun 1852 - 1917 ? (Munich)

Louis Model 01 Aug 1855 - 1923

married 07 Jul 1885

Alice Sichel (daughter of Gustav August Sichel)

Emil Model 11 Oct 1856 - 24 Apr 1858

Max Model 03 Dec 1858 - 28 Jan 1860

Sabine Model 26 Apr 1860 - 1962

married NN Bachmann in Munich

Klaer Klara Model 16 Dec 1862 - 1927

married Emil Schloss in Trier

(02) **BERTHA (PESLA)**

13 Mar 1812 – 15 Nov 1880 (died in Pappenheim)

married 23 Mar 1841

**JOSEF HIRSCHBAUM** from Steppach near Augsburg

printshop owner in Pappenheim since 1841

02 Nov 1802 – 12 May 1888 (died in Pappenheim)

parents = ?

(03) **MORITZ**

04 Oct 1813 – ?

cloth maker in Neuburg-an-der-Donau,

1851 - ca 1854 weaver in Wallerstein

married 11 Mar 1851
SOPHIE ROTHENHEIM from Wallerstein
ca 1824/27 – 1874 (died in Strasbourg/Alsace)
parents = Jacob Seligmann Rothenheim +
wife Tolz nee Wassermann

couple produced 3 children in Wallerstein
but only one survived childhood =
Sabina Model * 01 Jan 1852

(04) LINA
13 Jun 1817 – 25 Sep 1818

(05) SOPHIE
25 Sep 1818 – ?

(06) ERNST (ELIAS)
24 Feb 1822 – ?
by 1882 Ellingen may have been his hometown ?
moved to LINA BLACHENSTEIN
? – ?
parents = ?
couple finally lived in Avricourt, Lorraine (France)

(07) AMSON
26 Feb 1826 – 30 Aug 1890 (buried in Augsburg)
he died in Augsburg on a business trip
tobacco dealer in Hainsfarth since ca 1861
later settled in Neuburg-an-der-Donau
married 08 Oct 1861
MATHILDE OBERMAIER from Hainsfarth
01 Apr 1841 – ca 15 Apr 1924 (died in Munich ?)
lived in Munich by 1905
parents = Wolf Obermaier + wife Hendle nee Neumark
(see own family sheet)

By 1819 Salomon Wolf Model mentioned two more children (1 boy + 1 girl) who had
died in early childhood.

(A) In 1766, when all Jews were expelled from Duchy Pfalz-Neuburg, Elias Model
(1744 – ca 1815) was the only Jew who was granted a lifelong “free pass” for
trading in Pfalz-Neuburg. He was a son of Wolf Elias Model (Court Jew of
Ansbach Markgrave) who had applied in 1755 for a “free pass” with Churfuerst (=
Elector) Carl Theodor in Mannheim.

(B) Sabina Model (ca 1754 – 28 Apr 1821) died in Neuburg and was buried at
Pappenheim Jewish cemetery, because Neuburg never had a Jewish cemetery and not
even a Jewish community during the 1700s and 1800s. In 1814 Sabina Model had
bought house nr 82 at Herrengasse for 1.800 Gulden from Freiherr von Sainte
Marie Eglise, director of Royal Superior Court of Justice and Royal Court of
Appeal (in German = Direktor des Koeniglich Bayerischer Kammer- und
Appelationsgerichts). Becoming a house owner finally gave Sabina Model and her
son Salomon Model the right of settlement in Neuburg, so they were no longer
just tolerated. But still in 1816 representatives of the citizens of Neuburg
tried hard to get rid of all members of the Model family and their servants.

Sabina Model’s given name was Sophie, and it’s not clear whether she was born
in 1754 or 1761. Sabina + Elias Model had but one daughter = Sara Model, who in
1812 got married to traveling jewelry trader David Samson Helbing who had been
accepted to settle in Ellingen but also was tolerated to live in Neuburg. David
Samson Helbing’s wife Sara already died on 01 Mar 1813 and was buried at grave
233 at Pappenheim Jewish cemetery (according to 1938 gravelist). The widower
thereafter married Karoline (Kindel) Weil from Wallerstein. This couple
produced a daughter Fanni Helbing (born 01 Jul 1817 in Munich) who on 01 Sep
1840 married District Rabbi Elkan Selz in Harburg. He was born in Harburg on 19
Sep 1808 and died in Munich on 30 Apr 1891. His wife Fanni died in Munich on 27
Mar 1897. Both were buried at Munich’s old Jewish cemetery.